
Timber 

Rattlesnake 
Crotalus horridus 

Candidate Species 

Gen
_
eral cb'!'racteristics. Though not the largest snake found in Pennsyla,vam th� timber ratt�esnake has the distinction of being the largest of ourthree venomous species. It may reach adult sizes of 36 to 54 inches. It issometimes called the "banded" rattlesnake or "velvet-tail" rattler.Like the copperhead and other snakes, the timber rattlesnake would justas soon be left alone. It is not an aggressive creature. The timber rattler isprone to lie quietly or crawl away to safety if given the chance.The timber rattler stands its ground (like many other animals) if it feelsthreatened and unable to escape. When striking, venom may be releasedfrom glands located in the head and injected into the victim through modified front teeth referred to as fangs. It should be noted that a defensivestrike does not always include a release of venom. Venom primarily is usedto disable prey. 

. Cont_r�ry to popular belief, the timber rattlesnake does not always soundtts familiar alarm before striking. In fact, when striking because of fear orthe need to defend itself, more often than not the snake strikes without anaudibl� warning. The "rattle," from which this snake obviously gets itsname, is an organ of loosely attached, hollow horny segments fastened toth� tail. Rapidly vibrating the tail causes these button-like segments tostnke one another, producing an 
unmistakable buzzing sound. The 
rattle may grow by two to four seg
ments annually, because new seg
ments are added each time the skin 
is shed. Thus, the number of seg
ments on the rattle, or "cloche," as 
it is called, cannot be used to deter
mine the age of the snake. How
ever, the larger the snake, the 
louder the buzzing. 
Identification. Timber rattlesnakes
are found in two different color 
phases, black and the less common 

from one phase to the other on any individual snake. On a yellow speci
men, black or dark-brown crossbands contrast against a yellow back
ground that might range from dull to a deep lemon. In some cases, the 
"yellow" tends to be brownish or grayish, but always lighter than the 
black phase. The crossbands are often V-shaped and tend to break up 
toward the rear of the body to form a row of dark spots down the back and 
along each side. 

The more common black phase timber rattlers have a heavy stipling or 
flecking of very dark browns or blacks that covers most of the lighter or 
yellowish pigments. Completely black specimens are not all that rare in 
some areas. 

The unmarked head of the timber rattlesnake is covered with numerous 
small, keeled scales. The facial pit is located as usual between the eye and 
nostril, confirming the timber rattlesnake to be one of the pit vipers (See 
Figure VI-14). The pupil of the eye is elliptical, not rounded as it is on 
Pennsylvania's nonvenomous snakes (See Figure VI-14). The tail is black 
regardless of the color phase of the body. Unlike our nonvenomous 
species, which have two rows of scales on the underside of the tail, the 
venomous snakes have one row. The timber rattlesnake is no exception to 
this rule. 
Range. The range of this reptile begins 
in the north in New Hampshire, extend
ing southward to Georgia. It appears 
from Illinois to Arkansas and northeast 
Texas. The timber rattlesnake is found in 
the central two-thirds of Pennsylvania. 
Its range does not extend into the coun
ties bordering Ohio or into the extreme 
southeast. The range follows roughly 
the major mountain ranges that move diagonally across the state. 
Habitat. This snake is at home in timber-covered terrain, especially that of 
second-growth woodland where an abundance of rodents may be found. It 
likes wooded hillsides accented with rock outcrops where ledges of stone 
might provide opportunities for basking (See Figure VI-20). When winter 
sets in, fissures in these places provide passage to deep dens for hiberna
tion. Slopes with a southern exposure are preferred. 

The timber rattlesnake seeks winter protection below the frost line, 
preferably in dens that maintain a temperature of around 50 degrees. In the 
spring, as daytime temperatures approach 60 degrees, the rattlers begin to 
emerge to bask near the den site. Although later they may travel some 
distance from the den to take up residence in more open areas, shaded 
areas will always be nearby to 
provide protection as summer 
temperatures turn hot. Each fall 
the timber rattlesnake returns to 
its original den, even though it 
may have wandered several 
miles during the summer 
months. 

Basking in the warm rays of Figure VI-20

the. s11n is an imoortant and nee- Warm temoeratures entice this timber rattle-



body temperature to increase, the snake ensures proper functioning of 
several organs while ridding the body of disease and parasites. The fe
male's basking also allows for full, proper development of eggs and em
bryos. 
Reproduction. Breeding takes place in July, August or September with the 
female giving birth to live young in August or September of the following 
year. Five to 17 young are born, reaching 10 to 13 inches in length. The 
brood may include individuals of both yellow and black color phases. 

The female matures in four to five years and breeds for the first time at 
five or six years of age. The female breeds only every two to three years 
and thus may bear a litter perhaps 10 to 15 times in her lifespan of 30 to 50 
years. The intervening years are needed to store sufficient body fat to 
sustain her during the second summer the progeny are developing. It is 
believed she does not feed during the summer of her year-long gestation 
period. While carrying her young, she consumes only rainfall, gathering 
the precious liquid from small deposits caught by leaves or depressions in 
rocks. Decreasing populations have made it a candidate species. 
Food. Mice and other rodents make up the majority of the food eaten by 
the timber rattlesnake. Squirrels, rabbits, chipmunks and even small birds 
add variety to the diet, as do frogs or lizards on rare occasions. The prey is 
captured as it wanders into striking range of the hunter, coiled and ready 
and usually hidden near a log or other object. Venom injected into the prey 
becomes an effective tool in satisfying the need for food. 

Eastern 
Massasauga 
Sistrurus catenatus catenatus 

Endangered Species 

General characteristics. The eastern massasauga is a rattlesnake. It is the 
smallest of Pennsylvania's three venomous snakes, but the one with the 
biggest problem. Reflecting concern for its dwindling numbers, this reptile 
has been placed on Pennsylvania's List of Endangered Species. It is illegal to 
possess, kill, sell or offer for sale this or any other animal on the endan
gered list. 

The biggest problem facing this small rattlesnake is loss of habitat. A 
resident of swampy areas, much of its habitat has been drained or dried up. 
In some cases, new or widened highways encroached into its wet domain 
and with each new lane of traffic, acres of vital habitat were lost. 

Indian word meaning great river mouth. It alludes to what was typical 
Chippewa country, which often included swampland surrounding the 
mouths of rivers. 
Identification. Reflecting its preferred habitat, the massasauga rattlesnake 
sometimes is referred to as the "swamp" rattler. It does not grow much 
larger than 20 to 30 inches. 

The massasauga is brownish gray to almost black on its back and sides 
with a row of rounded, dark-brown or black blotches running down the 
middle of the back. Usually three rows of smaller and lighter blotches or 
spots stretch along each side. A dark bar, bordered with a lighter color, 
extends from the eye to the rear of the jaw, and several dark bars start at the 
top of the head and flow onto the neck. The facial pit is in its usual position 
between the eye and nostril. The belly is black with scattered white or 
yellowish markings. Nine plates (actually large scales) cover the crown of 
the head, compared to the timber rattlesnake's numerous small scales. The 
tail is stocky or stout, ending in a moderately developed rattle. The under
side of the tail has a single row of scales, similar to the other 
venomous snakes in Pennsylvania. The anal plate is single; the scales over 
the back are keeled. 
Range. In Pennsylvania, the eastern mas
sasauga is found in portions of only five 
or six counties in the westcentral section 
of the state. It extends into Ohio and as 
far as Illinois and Iowa. It runs north
ward to Wisconsin and Michigan. 
Habitat. It shows a distinct preference 
for marshy areas with swampland, flood 
plains and other wet areas adjacent to drier old-field uplands providing 
favorite haunts. Even so, there are occasions when the massasauga may 
stray from these areas and be found in dry woodlands. 

Typical of most cold-blooded animals, the massasauga suns itself on mild 
days, allowing the warming rays of the sun to raise the body temperature to 
levels beneficial to its functioning. During the hottest part of the summer, 
the massasauga becomes crepuscular, taking advantage of the cooler twi
light hours to roam and feed. 
Reproduction. The massasauga breeds primarily during July and August, 
giving birth to its young between July and early September. A typical litter 
contains two to nearly 20 youngsters measuring six to nine inches long. At 
birth, these young rattlers are well-patterned, although a bit paler than the 
adults. The juveniles have an unmistakable yellowish tail tip. 
Food. As might be expected, given its favorite habitat, frogs and other am
phibians top the massasauga's menu. Although amphibians may be prefer
red lizards small rodents and small birds are taken from time to time as 
well. This ;attler uses much the same method as that used by the timber 
rattlesnake in capturing its prey. Venom is injected to immobilize the prey 
before it is swallowed. The only difference is that the venom produced by 
the massasauga is not quite as toxic as the venom of its larger cousin. 
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